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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

A genuine labor strike movement
A personal encounter with the core of the ongoing East German
revolution against communism and socialism.

suppliers over the border.
A thumbnail sketch of the density
and discipline of the strikes in several
cities that involved an estimated 3-4
million in public protest activities on
Jan. 15 alone:
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well-organized.
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lasts 90 minutes. (This is continued
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with smaller strikes on Tuesday, Jan.
30,000 people).
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all
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of the labor strike movement is well

through Jan. 16-17 mount into another
big protest rally of at least 40,000 on
Thursday, Jan. 18.

developed, either on a plant-to-plant

That same day, members of the
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of 1,500 workers at that plant, only
300 of about 1,200 former SED party
members are left. Most other plants
report a ratio of 50-80% of workers
having quit their SED party member
ship. This is also true with most of the
military-related plants of the optics,
electronics,

micro-electronics,

metal-processing sectors.
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In some cases, as in the Heating
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in cooperation with West German

cialists.
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